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ABSTRACT

This dissertation is composed of three separate empirical analyses. Each is a separate
analysis and article.
Theory suggests information about quality is especially important for experience goods.
However, in an environment with multiple sources of information it is unclear which sources of
information will be valued and if those sources will be valued differently conditional on product
characteristics. Chapter I examines the impact of heterogeneous sources of information about
quality on the demand for experience goods. In particular, I study the effects of user and expert
reviews on the demand for video games online and how the valuation of information may vary
based on if the game is produced by an 'independent' or 'major' developer. Using a unique dataset
from the online video game platform Steam, I find consumers do value information about
quality, they value information about quality from both user and expert reviewers, and they value
user and expert reviews for products from independent developers and for products from major
developers.
As individuals consume an increasing amount of news on social media it is important to
understand consumer preferences, a key component of demand, for individuals on this platform.
Chapter II examines the importance of ideological similarity between a news source and an
individual and the importance of the reliability of a news source in individual's consumption
decisions in the news market on social media. The findings suggest, conditional on who an
individual chooses to follow, liberal individuals have an increasing preference for news as it
becomes more conservative and no preference for news as it becomes more liberal. Liberals are
also found to have a preference for less reliable news which may be a preference for
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sensationalism. Alternatively, conservatives have no preference for more liberal or more
conservative news and have no preference for more reliable or less reliable news.
Chapter III provides greater insight into Twitter accounts, account networks, and activity
on the platform. I find, on average, active US Twitter accounts have an audience of 6,000
accounts and receive information from 1,500 accounts. High-profile accounts have much larger
audiences than lower-profile accounts. High-profile accounts constitute a very low percentage of
the total number of accounts. Both high and lower-profile accounts have similar levels of activity
on Twitter. Activity related to news constitutes a small percentage of total activity on Twitter.
Finally, the majority of activity on Twitter is reacting to already posted content, and verified
accounts are more likely to post original content than non-verified accounts.
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CHAPTER I
HETEROGENEOUS INFORMATION ABOUT QUALITY AND THE
DEMAND FOR EXPERIENCE GOODS: A STUDY USING THE ONLINE
VIDEO GAME PLATFORM STEAM

1 Introduction

Information is a powerful resource. With the increasing prevalence of the internet, the cost of
obtaining information is decreasing. This has the potential to improve the utility of consumers,
particularly in experience goods markets where little is known about a product prior to
consumption. Economic theory suggests obtaining information about the quality of an experience
good before deciding whether to consume the good allows an individual to increase their
expected utility (Nelson 1970). Simply put, if the cost of information decreases then utility
should increase. This suggests information about quality should be an important component in
the demand for experience goods.
A potentially large benefit of the internet is the heterogeneous sources of information.
These sources may provide individuals with varying viewpoints to be used in consumption
decisions. Additionally, with a large number of sources of information, consumers may value
some sources of information and not others conditional on product characteristics. Some sources
may be seen as more reliable for different types of goods. Alternatively, some sources of
information may be considered unreliable in general and may therefore be of little use to
consumers.
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The online video game market is one in which information may be of particular value.
The nature of games is such that consumers are unlikely to know the utility a product will
provide prior to experiencing the good. With thousands of products available, the task of
choosing the good which gives the highest utility becomes increasingly difficult. In addition,
there is a large degree of variation in the types of products available on the online video game
market, potentially increasing the value of heterogeneous sources of information. Information
about the quality of a game can, therefore, be especially useful to those who participate in this
market.
In this study, I examine the Steam online video game platform. There are two sources of
information, user reviews and expert reviews, readily available to those participating in the
market. Games on Steam are produced either by “independent” or “major” developers. An
independent developer is one which is not financed by a publisher (Rosen 2009). This suggests
independent developers have fewer funds at their disposal than major developers. I expect games
from major developers are likely to have better graphics, larger virtual worlds, and more choices
and actions available to the player. Games from independent developers should be simpler.
Another possibility is independent developers may have more creative freedom as a result of a
lack of corporate oversight. As a result, games produced by independent developers may be
particularly unique and creative in order to differentiate themselves from other products on the
market. For these reasons, I expect games from independent and major developers will differ
fundamentally in their characteristics.
The question I attempt to answer is, in an experience goods market with heterogeneous
sources of information, what sources of information about quality do consumers value and does
this valuation vary dependent on product characteristics? The fundamental differences in the
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characteristics of products from independent and major developers combined with the
heterogeneous sources of information available on the Steam market provides an opportunity to
gain insight into this issue. Specifically, I attempt to answer three questions: 1) Do user or expert
reviews have an impact on the demand for products in the Steam market? The results suggest
user and expert reviews are valued by consumers. 2) If so, do consumers value both types of
information? Findings from the model imply both sources of information are valued. 3) Do
consumers value different sources of information conditional on the type of product? In other
words, do consumers value user reviews for certain products and expert reviews for other types
of products (e.g. do consumers value user reviews for games from independent developers and
expert reviews for games from major developers)? The results suggest the answer is no. Both
user and expert reviews are valued on certain levels for products from independent developers
and for products from major developers.
There is a long list of work which has studied the impact of one source of information
about quality on demand for experience goods.1 An exception to only considering one source of
information is the work of Zhang and Dellarocas (2006). They look at the effect of professional
(expert) and amateur (user) reviews on demand in the movie industry. They are unable to
conclusively say if professional reviews have an effect on demand. They run a separate model to
examine the effect of user reviews and find user reviews have a significant influence on the
demand for movies.
Two other related studies look at user reviews, sometimes referred to as consumer
reviews, and how they vary conditional on product characteristics. Zhu and Zhang (2010) look at

1

See Eliashberg and Shugan (1997), Reinstein and Snyder (2005), Chevalier and Mayzlin
(2006), and Shao (2012).
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how online consumer reviews have different effects on demand based on product and consumer
characteristics in the console video game market. They find online consumer reviews have a
larger effect for products which are not as popular and for products whose users have more
internet experience. Another related study, Blal and Sturman (2014) find user scores have a
positive impact on the demand for luxury hotels but not for lower end products. Both of these
studies suggest reviews may have a varying effect dependent on the product characteristics. The
current study is the first, to my knowledge, to examine how alternative sources of information
may be valued differently based on product characteristics.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the theoretical
framework. Section 3 describes the experience goods market on Steam. Section 4 explains the
data collection process. Section 5 introduces the empirical strategy. Section 6 gives the results
and discussion. Section 7 concludes.

2 Theoretical Framework

Video games, the focus of this study, can be defined as experience goods. An experience good is
one for which it is difficult for a consumer to know their utility from consuming the good prior to
consumption. Nelson (1970) has established a basic theory of experience goods. According to his
theory, consumers are willing to purchase information about a good by experience as long as the
marginal benefit of the information exceeds the marginal cost. Information is purchased by
consuming, or experiencing, a good in an experience goods market. If it is assumed the consumer
has no information about an unexperienced product, the choice of which product to experience
becomes random. The marginal cost of experimenting with a random and unknown product is
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the difference between the expected utility of the best known option, an already experienced
good for which the consumer has information, and the expected utility from continued random
sampling.2 Consumers can improve their expected utility by using “guided sampling.”3 In this
situation individuals seek information from sources which have already experienced a good to
inform their own decision about which good to experience. By increasing the expected utility of
experiencing a given good, the marginal cost of experiencing the good is reduced.
There can be a great deal of heterogeneity in the value and availability of information.
The internet has made the cost of finding information cheaper and, as a result, is a potentially
important source of information, particularly information concerning the quality of experience
goods. The internet has also reduced the cost of providing information potentially causing the
quality of information available to vary widely. When seeking information for purchasing
decisions, consumers have the option to rely on a multitude of sources, an individual source, or
none at all. Some sources may be perceived as more reliable than others (e.g. expert reviewers
could be seen as more knowledgeable sources of information). Alternatively, different sources of
information could be considered more reliable than others conditional on additional information,
such as product characteristics (e.g. user reviews are valued for games from independent
developers and expert reviews are valued for games from major developers). For example, the
reviews of users may be thought of as more reliable for little known, independently developed
games because users may seek out and play relatively obscure games and have tastes which more
accurately reflect the preferences of potential consumers of this type of product than expert
reviewers. On the other hand, expert reviewers may be seen as more reliable in this environment

The expected utility of continued random sampling is the mean of the utility distribution.
Assuming positive correlation in tastes, the expected utility of a recommended sample is higher
than the expected utility of a random one.
2
3
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because of their perceived above average knowledge of the industry. Additionally, consumers
may value information more for certain products than others. Because independently produced
games likely vary more in quality than those produced by larger developers, all sources of
information may be valued more for consumers deciding whether to experience goods from
independent developers. Alternatively, all reviews may be valued only for games from major
developers because these games may be seen as having higher quality and thus providing higher
utility than games from independent developers. Here consumers may narrow their search to
major developers first and use reviews to select the product from this smaller sample which
provides the highest utility. Finally, consumers may decide that the information provided on the
internet is not reliable enough to factor into decisions about which goods to experience.
Because information about the quality of experience goods potentially impacts the
expected utility of consuming a new experience good, it is an important component of demand.
If a consumer expects information to be reliable, then a positive review should have a positive
effect on demand and vice versa.

3 Steam Market

Steam is an online entertainment platform, founded and run by Valve Corporation since 2003
(Plunkett 2013), which is primarily used for purchasing and playing PC video games. In order to
purchase and download games from Steam, it is necessary to create a profile on the platform.
The profile stores information on the games owned and user statistics, such as the amount of
time a game has been played.
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Steam is well suited for studying the impact of information about quality on demand for
several reasons. First, it has a large number of users, 125 million in 2015 (Saed 2015), and a
large number of products available, over 4000 for PC (Larabel 2015), providing a large number
of observations. It is one of the most popular gaming platforms in the world implying, in a very
real sense, it is the market for PC games. Perhaps the most appealing aspect of Steam, however,
is the prominence of user and expert reviews available to the consumer. When a consumer
purchases a game on Steam they must go to the game's page. Both user scores and Metacritic
(expert) scores are displayed on a games page. User scores are displayed in categories such as
“negative” or “overwhelmingly positive” so while the consumer does not immediately see the
percentage of positive reviews, they do immediately receive information about how consumer
reviewers generally view the quality of a game. Steam also posts the Metacritic score, if
available for a game, directly to the game's page. The Metacritic score is not displayed as
prominently as the user score. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 give an example of a game's page and how the
user and Metacritic scores are presented.
The fact information about quality is displayed so prominently on the Steam market gives
the current study a distinct advantage over previous ones. For movies, console video games, etc.
reviews must be sought out. While the cost of this search is relatively low, there is still the
possibility a significant portion of consumers are not receiving information about quality. On the
Steam market, consumers have this information broadcast to them before they purchase a given
product. This implies I can be certain individuals obtain information about quality before making
a consumption decision and strengthens the reliability of any causal impact I find.
It should be mentioned games have reduced prices fairly frequently on Steam. This
includes events such as the Steam Summer Sale which is an annual sale during which thousands
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of products are offered at a reduced price. Because the demand model controls for price,
however, I do not expect this to be a large concern. Below I discuss in detail how the data is
constructed to account for any discount effects.4

4 Data

Data was gathered weekly from May 19, 2016 until November 17, 2016 giving 26 weeks of data.
To construct a week of data, two points in time are needed. For example, the first week of data is
generated using information on May 19 and May 26. This is necessary because information on
quantity sold during a week is not given directly. Instead, data on total owners at a given time is
collected and used to calculate weekly quantity. The exact methods I use to construct the data are
discussed below.
Data such as price, metacritic score, genre tags, release date, product type, and the
minimum PC memory requirement of products come directly from Steam via its application
program interface (API) (Steam Community 2016). Not all games have price data, including free
games. If a game has no price data and is either tagged as in the ‘Free to Play’ genre or Steam
has tagged the game as free, I give the game a price of zero. This same information is used to
create an indicator variable for free games. I remove entries without any price information.5

4

For a better understanding of Steam please visit Steam (2018).
These are removed at the same time I drop games without information about PC memory. This
drop results in a loss of 5.4% of quantity sold and thus I do not expect this to be a significant
issue.
5
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Because the price can vary from the beginning of the week to the end of the week (e.g.
during the Steam Summer Sale) and exact information on when the price changes is unobserved,
I assume the price of a good for a given week is the lower price to capture the effect of sales.
Metacritic is a website which gathers and aggregates information on published reviews
assigning games a metascore (Metacritic 2016). I assume the metascore to be an accurate
representation of the general consensus of expert reviewers and thus metascores are used as the
measure of expert information about quality. Metascores are given on a scale of 1 to 100 with
higher scores representing better reviews. Because many games do not have a metascore, dummy
variables are created indicating if a game has no metacritic score, a low metacritic score (below
50), or a high metacritic score (75 to 100) with middling scores excluded. This is beneficial for
two reasons. First, it allows games with no metascore to be included in the analysis. Second, it
helps determine if simply having a metascore is a signal which impacts consumer demand. In
other words, if the availability of expert information is an important factor in demand.
Different developers have varying resources for promoting and developing their products.
Some developers may have reputations signaling quality to consumers. Ideally, an indicator
variable would be included for each developer, however, there are thousands of developers
selling products on Steam and so it becomes unreasonable to control for them all. Instead,
developers are divided into independent and major categories based on Steam's classification of
the developer.6 This is done under the assumption that major developers likely have greater
resources to devote to creating and advertising a game as well as being more likely to have a
widely established reputation.

6

Games from independent developers are given the genre tag of “Indie” by Steam.
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Information on the release date of a game is gathered and recoded as the number of
months since release. This is done to control for the expected inverse relationship between the
length of time a product has been available and weekly quantity sold. I define the market studied
as the Steam market from 2010 onwards because older games are unlikely to have significant
amounts of quantity sold recently.7 Additionally, I drop games which have not been released and
games released less than 3 days prior to the beginning of the week.8
Information concerning the minimum PC memory requirements of a game is also
gathered. Games with larger environments, more detail, and a greater variety of actions and
choices available to the player are assumed to be of higher quality on average. These games
require more memory and so it is assumed PC memory is a good proxy for the quality of a game.
The data is constructed in megabytes.9 I drop games without information about PC memory.
Additional data on the number of owners, the score rank, the title, and a list of descriptive
user tags of games is available using SteamSpy's API (SteamSpy API 2016). SteamSpy is a
Steam stats service intended to supplement the information publicly available from Steam. To
estimate the number of owners of a game on Steam, SteamSpy uses a polling technique where a
number of user profiles on Steam are sampled at random daily and data is collected on the games
which are owned. Polling is used because of the impractical proposition of daily collecting data

7

I do not have data which goes back far enough to test this myself, however, support for this
decision comes from Zhu and Zhang's (2010) study of the console video game market. They find
the number of units sold drop drastically after the first few months. Although they study the
console video game market, it seems likely a similar pattern would appear in the PC video game
market.
8
This is done because the estimates for owners of a game are conditional on 3 days of data
(SteamSpy 2018). I conclude games with fewer than 3 days of data are unreliable. I drop games
prior to 2010, games not yet released, and games released fewer than 3 days prior to the
beginning of the week at the same time.
9
Several games were recorded as having a memory size of 512 gigabytes. As this is an
unreasonable size for a game, I recode these values as 512 megabytes.
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from the millions of subscribers on Steam.10 The technique has been checked against real-world
data and has been shown to have reasonably accurate estimates (Orland 2014). It must be kept in
mind, however, the data on owners is an estimate. Games which have an estimated number of
owners of less than 30,000 are removed because these estimates have too few observations to be
considered reliable (SteamSpy 2018).11 Weekly quantity sold of a game is calculated as the
number of owners at the end of the week minus the number of owners at the beginning of the
week.12 Because of the sampling process used to calculate the number of owners, if the quantity
sold during a week is extremely low or zero, the number of owners estimated may be lower at
the end of the week than at the beginning. This implies the quantity for a game may be calculated
as a negative value. For entries with a negative value it is assumed quantity sold during the week
is zero and therefore these quantities are recoded as zero. I drop the week between October 11
and October 20, 2016 from the study as during the middle of this week SteamSpy underwent a
recalibration which impacted the calculated quantity sold.13
SteamSpy also gathers data called the score rank of a game. The score rank is defined as
the percentage of games which have a lower Steam user score than the given game. For example,
if a game has a score rank of 80, the game has a user score higher than 80% of the games on
Steam. Steam user scores are numbers 1-100 indicating the percentage of positive user reviews.
Individuals reviewing a game on Steam must select whether they recommend or do not

10

The technique used by SteamSpy was developed by individuals at Ars Technica. For an in
depth description of the process see Orland (2014).
11
This is the first drop performed in cleaning the data. During the first week, the drop results in a
decrease of 2.2% of the total owners in the market. This suggests the data dropped will not cause
any significant issues.
12
This requires dropping data not present in both weeks. I expect the products dropped are either
hovering around 30,000 owners, and therefore are unreliable, or are new releases.
13
See this Tweet from Sergey Galyonkin creator of SteamSpy:
https://twitter.com/Steam_Spy/status/786944728604418050 (Galyonkin 2016).
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recommend the game, giving the positive or negative user reviews. Reviewers also have a space
to provide an explanation for why they do or do not recommend a game. To review a game on
Steam an individual must have the game in their library. This is intended to ensure reviews are
written by individuals who have played the game and intended to increase trust in the user score.
During the middle of my data collection, Steam removed reviews from users who obtained a
copy of the game through a Steam key, an access key occasionally handed out by developers,
from impacting user scores (Yin-Poole 2016). This change is intended to keep developers from
artificially boosting user review scores. This change occurred between September 15 and
September 22, 2016 in my data. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the score ranks for
games on September 15 and on September 22 which both have a user score is 0.997.
Additionally, only two games which have a score rank in on September 15 did not have one in
September 22. These findings suggests the change will not dramatically affect the results.14
Score rank is used as the measure of user generated information about quality. I drop games
without a value for score rank.15
Any product on Steam labeled as being in a utility genre, including educational, art and
design, and similar products, is removed from the analysis. Additionally, I drop VR games and
TV episodes. These products are removed based on the assumption utility products, VR games,
and TV episodes are differentiated enough from video games to be considered a separate
market.16

14

The games used for the Pearson correlation coefficient are before any data is dropped.
This results in a loss of 0.9% of quantity sold.
16
VR games and TV episodes are dropped using information on title, type, and user tags from
SteamSpy API (2016). Utility products are dropped using information from Steam's API (Steam
Community 2016). Additionally, I drop several DLC and movies which I find as well as any
multiplayer versions of games which have both single and multiplayer versions to avoid double
counting.
15

13
The data from these two sources is merged to create the final sample. When constructing
the data for an individual week, except for price and quantity, the values used are those for the
beginning of the week. This is particularly important for data on score rank and metascores. To
be able to study if a user or expert review has an impact on the demand for a game during a
given week, it is essential the review score be from prior to consuming the game. Only reviews
read before the purchase of a game have the potential to impact a consumer's decision about
whether to experience the good. The final sample includes 73,094 product-week observations
over 25 weeks.

5 Empirical Methodology

The empirical methodology I use follows the discrete choice demand model developed in Berry
(1994) and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) which is sometimes refered to as the BLP model
of demand. Practical advantages of the model include allowing for estimation with aggregate
data, heterogeneity in consumer preferences, estimation with endogenous prices, and more
realistic substitution patterns than other demand models. Additionally, the model has the
advantage of being rooted in the utility function of consumers, as suggested by economic theory,
allowing for marginal utility estimates for product characteristics to be obtained. I present a brief
overview of the model and estimation procedure which closely follows the descriptions of Nevo
(2000) and Vincent (2015). I also discuss the instruments used in this study as well as the
variables included in the mean utility function.
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5.1 Model

Assume 𝑡 = 1, . . . , 𝑇 markets are observed with each containing 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝐼 consumers. In each
market, product prices, characteristics, and aggregate quantities are observed for each of the 𝑗 =
1, . . . , 𝐽𝑡 products. The subscript 𝑡 is used because product offerings are not identical across
markets in my sample (Nevo 2000). In this study, a market is defined as the Steam market for a
given week. Demand specification under the BLP model has three primary components.
First, consumer 𝑖's conditional indirect utility from consuming product 𝑗 in market 𝑡
which is a function of both observed and unobserved product and individual characteristics is
specified. The utility can be written as:
𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑝𝑗𝑡 ) + 𝑥𝑗𝑡 𝛽𝑖 + 𝜉𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 , (1)
where 𝑦𝑖 is consumer 𝑖's income, 𝑝𝑗𝑡 is the price of good 𝑗 in market 𝑡, 𝛼𝑖 is a parameter which
captures the marginal utility of income, 𝑥𝑗𝑡 is a 𝐾-length vector of product 𝑗's characteristics in
market 𝑡, 𝛽𝑖 is a 𝐾-length column vector of parameters which capture the marginal utility of the
product characteristics, 𝜉𝑗𝑡 are the unobserved characteristics of product 𝑗 in market 𝑡, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 is
a stochastic term with a mean of zero. Notice the parameters are specific to each consumer 𝑖. An
assumption important in the estimation process is the product characteristics, 𝑥𝑗𝑡 's, are mean
independent of the unobserved product characteristics, 𝜉𝑗𝑡 .
The second component of the model uses characteristics of individuals to introduce
variation in consumer preferences. This is done by modeling 𝛼𝑖 and 𝛽𝑖 as functions of
demographics and unobserved individual characteristics:
( 𝛼𝛽𝑖 ) = (𝛽𝛼) + 𝛱𝐷𝑖 + 𝛴𝑣𝑖 , (2)
𝑖
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where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are mean values of the given taste parameters, 𝐷𝑖 is a 𝑑 × 1 vector containing
information about observed demographics, 𝛱 is a (𝐾 + 1) × 𝑑 matrix of parameters which show
how the taste for product characteristics vary with demographics, 𝑣𝑖 captures individual
characteristics unobserved by the econometrician, and 𝛴 is a (𝐾 + 1) × (𝐾 + 1) matrix of
parameters for 𝑣𝑖 . It is assumed 𝐷𝑖 ∼ 𝑃̂𝐷 (𝐷) and 𝑣𝑖 ∼ 𝑃𝑣 (𝑣). As both 𝐷𝑖 and 𝑣𝑖 are unobserved,
𝑃̂𝐷 (𝐷) and 𝑃𝑣 (𝑣) are assumed to be parametric distributions.
The conditional indirect utility can be rewritten when the first two equations are
combined giving:
𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 + 𝛿𝑗𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 , (3)
where 𝛿 𝑗𝑡 = 𝑥𝑗𝑡 𝛽 − 𝛼𝑝𝑗𝑡 + 𝜉𝑗𝑡 and 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 = (−𝑝𝑗𝑡 , 𝑥𝑗𝑡 )(𝛱𝐷𝑖 + 𝛴𝑣𝑖 ), which is a 1 × (𝐾 + 1)
vector. 𝛿𝑗𝑡 is the mean utility of product 𝑗 in market 𝑡. Notice there are no 𝑖 subscripts implying
this term does not vary over individuals. Heterogeneity enters the equation through 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 and 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡
which vary over individuals. 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 and 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 have a mean of zero. They are heteroskedastic
divergences from the mean utility for product 𝑗 in market 𝑡.
The final component needed for the demand model is the outside good. The outside good
is the option to not buy any product in the market. The conditional indirect utility of the outside
option is given by:
𝑢𝑖0𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 + 𝜉0𝑡 + 𝜋0 𝐷𝑖 + 𝜎0 𝑣𝑖0 + 𝜀𝑖0𝑡 . (4)
I follow the standard practice and assume 𝜉0𝑡 , 𝜋0 , and 𝜎0 are all equal to zero. Because 𝛼𝑖 𝑦𝑖 is
common to all products in the market, including the outside option, the term will disappear from
this function as well as all product utility functions. This implies the utility from the outside
option is zero.
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A necessary assumption is that all consumers purchase one unit of whichever good gives
them the highest utility. This assumption implies consumers choose a product such that 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 >
𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑡 , ∀𝑙 = 0, . . . , 𝐽, 𝑙 ≠ 𝑗. As long as this condition holds true, the set of characteristics which
define the individuals who choose product 𝑗 can be expressed as 𝐴𝑗𝑡 = {𝐷𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 , 𝜀𝑖𝑡 } where 𝜀𝑖𝑡 =
{𝜀𝑖0𝑡 , . . . , 𝜀𝑖𝐽𝑡 }. The market share of product 𝑗 can be calculated by taking the integral over 𝐴𝑗𝑡 .
Assuming ties do not occur, the predicted market share of product 𝑗 in market 𝑡, denoted as 𝑠𝑗𝑡 ,
can be expressed as:
𝑠𝑗𝑡 = ∫𝐴 𝑑𝑃𝜀 (𝜀)𝑑𝑃𝑣 (𝑣)𝑑𝑃̂𝐷 (𝐷) , (5)
𝑗𝑡

where 𝑃() are the population distribution functions.
Assuming 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 are distributed i.i.d. with Type 1 extreme-value, the probability of
consumer 𝑖 choosing product 𝑗 in market t can be expressed as:
𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑡 =

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛿𝑗𝑡 +𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 )
1+ ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛿𝑘𝑡 +𝜇𝑖𝑘𝑡 )

. (6)

Here, 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 allows for correlation between choices because of the inclusion of demographics and
individual characteristics. The correlation allows for more realistic substitution patterns between
products.17
To get the marginal utility estimates from the model, (5) must be solved. However, this
integral cannot be evaluated analytically. Instead, the integral is approximated by Monte Carlo
integration with 𝑅 random draws of 𝐷𝑖 and 𝑣𝑖 from their distributions.18 The market share of
product 𝑗 can now be expressed as:
1

𝑠𝑗𝑡 = 𝑅 ∑𝑅𝑖=1 𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑡 . (7)
17

See Nevo (2000) Sec. 2.2 for an in depth discussion of the distributional assumptions placed
on 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 and how the inclusion of 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 allows for more realistic substitution patterns.
18
This is discussed in some detail in Vincent (2015).
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5.2 Estimation

What follows is a brief description of the estimation procedure as described by Vincent (2015).19
To estimate the model a Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimation process is used.
The GMM objective function is created by interacting the instruments for price and the random
coefficients, 𝑧𝑗𝑡 , and the error term, 𝜉𝑗𝑡 , implied for given values of the unknown model
parameters.20 Defining 𝑧𝑗𝑡 to be a set of instruments which are functions of product
characteristics gives us the moment restriction:
𝐸(𝑧𝑗𝑡 𝜉𝑗𝑡 ) = 0, (8)
for all products. 21 This will allow identification of the model parameters. Below are the steps to
solve for the GMM estimator as presented in Vincent (2015): First, to approximate the integral
from (5) start by taking 𝑅 random draws for the demographic variables, 𝐷, and for the
unobserved individual characteristics, 𝑣. Next, solve for the mean utility, 𝛿𝑗𝑡 , for all products in
each market such that the predicted market shares, 𝑠𝑗𝑡 , from (5) equal the observed market
shares, 𝑆𝑗𝑡 , for given values of 𝛱 and 𝛴. This is done via contraction mapping. Third, find the
1

GMM objective function by calculating the sample moment conditions 𝑇 ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑍𝑡′ 𝜉𝑡 . 𝑍𝑡 is a 𝐽 × 𝑙
set of instruments and 𝜉𝑡 is the set of mean utility errors for all products in a given market, 𝑡.

19

For an in depth explanation of the estimation procedure see Vincent (2015) Sec. 3 and Nevo
(2000) Sec. 3.3.
20
See Nevo (2000) Sec. 3.3.
21
Vincent (2015) defines 𝑧 as a function of product characteristics and cost-shifters. I do not
have data for cost-shifters and so rely on product characteristics. This is discussed further in Sec.
5.3.
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Finally, find the values of the parameters of both observed characteristics, 𝛼 and 𝛽, and
unobserved characteristics, 𝛱 and 𝛴, which minimize the GMM objective function.
The off-diagonal elements of the covariance to be zero. This implies any correlation
between taste parameters are driven entirely by demographics (Vincent 2015).

5.3 Instruments

A key feature of the BLP model of demand is it allows the endogeneity of price to be addressed.
The instruments allow both the coefficient for price and the variance of random parameters to be
identified. My model only includes one random parameter on price.
The instruments I use include the square of all product characteristics, 𝑥𝑗𝑡2 , and the sum of
𝐽

𝑡
all characteristics of other products, ∑𝑚=1,𝑚
≠j 𝑥𝑚𝑡 . These are similar to the 'standard

instruments' mentioned in Vincent (2015) and are common in the literature.

5.4 Mean Utility for Steam

Here I discuss the variables included in the mean utility function. To study the impact of varying
sources of information about quality on the demand for video games I run the demand model
using the following mean utility function for product 𝑗 in market 𝑡:
2
𝛿𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗𝑡 𝛽1 + 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗𝑡
𝛽2 + 𝑁𝑜𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 𝛽3 + 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 𝛽4 +
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 𝛽5 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗𝑡 𝛽6 + 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗𝑡 𝛽7 +
2
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑗𝑡
∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗𝑡 𝛽8 + 𝑁𝑜𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗𝑡 𝛽9 + 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 ∗
𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗𝑡 𝛽10 + 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑗𝑡 𝛽11 + 𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑗𝑡 𝛽12 +
2
𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑗𝑡
𝛽13 + 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑗𝑡 𝛽14 + 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠𝑗𝑡2 𝛽15 + 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑡 𝛽16 + 𝛼𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑗𝑡 + 𝜉𝑗𝑡 . (9)
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As described above, 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 is the measure of user scores. The effect of not having
an expert review is captured by the 𝑁𝑜𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 dummy variable. The effect of a low or high
expert review is captured by the 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 and 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 dummy variables
respectively. Because estimating the effect of information about quality (reviews) on the demand
for games, separate from inherent quality, is the goal of this study, it is necessary to control for
quality. It is difficult to observe the quality of experience goods. As discussed in Section 4, I
believe memory requirements for a game are a good proxy for quality. Therefore, 𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 is
intended to control for the inherent quality of a game allowing the effects of reviews to be
estimated separately from the effect of quality. 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠 controls for the length of time a product
has been available. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 is a dummy variable equal to one if the developer of the
product was an independent developer. I include a dummy variable 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒 to indicate whether a
game is free or not. I suspect free games may signal low quality and thus have a negative impact
on demand. However, free games may also be seen as having a low opportunity cost of
experiencing the product and may have a positive impact on demand. 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 is the only random
variable in the model. It is expected 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘, 𝑃𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦, and 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠 enter the model
non-linearly, thus squared terms are included in the mean utility function.
The mean utility function also has five interaction terms. The interaction terms are included to
capture the differing effects of reviews on major and independent developers. However, the
specification of the model requires some coefficients to be constructed manually. For example,
while the coefficient on 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒, 𝛽4 , can be interpreted as the effect of low expert
reviews on major developers, the coefficient on 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝛽10, has a less
straightforward interpretation. 𝛽10 is interpreted as the difference between the effect of all low
expert reviews and the low expert reviews for games from independent developers. To find the
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effect of low expert reviews on games from independent developers, I sum 𝛽4 and 𝛽10 to create a
new coefficient. New coefficients and the associated standard errors are calculated for all the
interactions between reviews and independent developers. The effects of reviews on independent
games and the effects of reviews on major games are presented.
To run the model, it is necessary to have the observed market shares for each product in
each market and the share of the outside good in each market. The market share of good 𝑗 in
market 𝑡 is calculated as the quantity of good 𝑗 in market 𝑡 divided by the total size of market 𝑡,
𝑀𝑡 . The market size is the total number of potential consumers in a market. The observed share
of product 𝑗 in market 𝑡 can be expressed as 𝑆𝑗𝑡 =

𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑗𝑡
𝑀𝑡

with the share of the outside good

𝑆

given by 𝑆0𝑡 = 1 − ∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝑀𝑗𝑡 . To calculate the observed market shares, an assumption must be
𝑡

made about the market size. There is a feature of the Steam market which can assist in making
this assumption. As mentioned previously, in 2015 it was reported that Steam had over 125
million active users (Saed 2015). From this piece of information, I assume roughly a fourth of
users are active in a given week. This gives me a total market size of 31.25 million consumers. I
assume the size of the market is constant throughout all markets. There is another issue which
must be addressed when calculating the market share of a product on Steam. In a market with
thousands of available products, it becomes likely some of these products will have zero quantity
in certain weeks. This is the case in my data. Because the model requires market shares be
between zero and one, I use a shift to ensure all products have a non-zero market share. This is
accomplished by adding a value of one to the quantity of each game, shifting the quantity of all
products in the market.
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6 Results and Discussion

Table 1.1 shows the descriptive statistics for user and expert reviews on Steam. There are a few
things to note. First, if no data had been dropped, the mean of the score rank variable would be
50 by definition. The data in this study has a slightly lower average of user scores. However, the
mean of the score rank variable is close enough to 50 to suggest the final sample is representative
of the market at large. One striking feature of the market is 59.9% of games on Steam do not
have an expert review. This is not entirely unexpected, however, because the large number of
products on Steam make it implausible for all games to be reviewed by a limited number of
publications. The extraordinarily small percentage of games, 1.3%, which have a low expert
review is surprising. Games on Steam which have an expert review rarely receive a poor one. On
the other hand, 18.8% of games receive a high metascore and 20.0% of games receive a middling
metascore. This implies about half of games reviewed by an expert are the recipients of high
praise, which suggests expert reviewers are prone to give positive scores. This may imply experts
select games they believe will be of high quality to review and gives justification for the
inclusion of the No Metascore variable.
Table 1.2 gives further descriptive statistics for products on Steam. Games average $9.84
per unit, however, there is a wide range of prices with the most expensive games running $59.99
and the cheapest being free. Over half of the games on Steam are produced by independent
developers. Independent developers are often unknown and thus may not give a signal about the
quality of their products. The potentially unknown nature of independent goods combined with
the fact there are a high number of these products makes it difficult for consumers to discern
which are of high quality. This suggests information about quality may be especially useful to
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consumers deciding whether to experience a product created by an independent developer. The
average game requires 1.7 gigabytes of memory, however, games can have memories as large as
16 gigabytes and as small as 1/1000 of a gigabyte. Free games make up 1.59% of the total games
on Steam and the average game has been out for slightly more than 2 and a third years.
Table 1.3 gives descriptive statistics for reviews of products from independent developers
and Table 1.4 gives descriptive statistics for reviews of products from major developers. The
average score rank for products from independent developers is higher than the average score
rank for products from major developers. This suggests users review products from independent
developers more favorably or, alternatively, review products from major developers more
harshly. 64.9% of games from independent developers do not have an expert review while 53.1%
of products from major developers have no expert review. In other words, expert reviewers
review a higher portion of games from major developers than from independent developers.
Products from both independent and major developers rarely receive a low expert review score.
16.3% of games from independent developers obtain a high metascore compared to 22.1% of
games from major developers. This suggests games from major developers are reviewed more
favorably by experts.
The results for the model are presented in two Tables. Table 1.5 presents the marginal
utilities not related to reviews. Table 1.6 presents the marginal utilities for reviews by major and
independent developers. It is important to keep in mind the coefficients presented are marginal
utilities. Not all results presented. The results not reported are all of the expected sign.22

The effect of PC memory is positive, significant, and decreasing. It is relatively small in
magnitude. In other words, quality has a positive impact on demand, however, as quality
increases the effect is diminished. The effect of months is negative, significant, and increasing.
This implies time since release has a negative impact on demand, however, as more time passes
the negative effect lessens.
22
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The effect of a game coming from an independent developer is negative and significant
relative to the effect of a game coming from a major developer. There are several possible
reasons for this result. First, major developers are likely to have more resources to promote
awareness of their products (i.e. advertising) and so it is possible these games have higher
demand simply because of awareness. The second possibility is major developers have
developed reputations for delivering products with a certain level of quality. In this scenario, a
product from a major developer may be seen as less of a risk and so the cost of experiencing the
good is lower. It could also be a combination of these options. The coefficient on free games is
negative and significant. This suggests free games may signal low quality which offsets any
reduced cost of experiencing the good. Finally, it should be mentioned the coefficient of price is
negative and significant. This matches what is predicted by economic theory.
User scores have a positive and significant effect on demand. In other words, more
positive user scores should result in higher demand. This holds true for both games from
independent developers and games from major developers. The effect appears to be linear for
games from independent developers and decreasing for games from major developers. It should
be kept in mind the non-linear effect for major developers is small in magnitude. Not having an
expert review has a negative and significant impact on demand for products from both
independent and major developers This could be because consumers believe experts select high
quality games to review and, therefore, having a metascore is a signal of quality. Alternatively, it
could be only well known games are reviewed by experts, and games which do not have a
metascore are simply unknown to consumers and therefore only consumed by a small section of
the market. Interestingly, having a low metascore, for both independent and major developers, is
not statistically different from zero suggesting low metascores are not different than middling
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metascores. A high expert review has a positive and statistically significant effect on the demand
for a game relative to middling reviews for both types of developers. These results suggest
consumers value information of different types and they value it similarly for games from both
independent and major developers.23
The results of the demand model allow me to answer the three questions specified earlier.
The answer to the first question, concerning whether consumers value user or expert reviews, is
certainly yes. User reviews have a positive and significant effect on demand for products from
both independent and major developers. Not having an expert review negatively impacts demand
while having a high metascore has a positive effect on demand. The evidence supports the notion
consumers value information.
The answer to the second question, addressing whether consumers value multiple sources
of information, appears to be yes. While the study does not address the difference in magnitude
of the valuations of user and expert reviews, consumers value both sources of information in
their decision making process.
Finally, the results suggest the answer to the third question, concerning whether the
valuations of heterogeneous sources of information change conditional on product type, is no.
The results of the model are almost identical in terms of sign and significance. While the
magnitudes differ in certain cases, the results do not suggest users reviews are only valued for
one type of product and expert reviews are only valued for another. It should be kept in mind the
evidence from the model is limited, however, because I only examine how the valuations of
these heterogeneous sources of information vary on one level. It may be that consumers do vary

It should be kept in mind the magnitudes of the marginal utilities, particularly for score rank
and high metascores, are larger for games from major developers than for games from
independent developers.
23
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the source of information they value on other dimensions, such as genre. For example,
consumers may value user reviews for games in genres with a high number of interactions with
other players because of the strong network effects, while expert reviews may have a stronger
effect for single player experiences. Therefore, while the current study suggests that consumers
do not alter their valuations of sources of information by product type, this cannot be taken as a
definitive answer.

7 Conclusion

The results of this study suggest information, online reviews in particular, is an important factor
in the demand for experience goods. Consumers appear to value multiple sources of information.
In particular, a higher score rank has a positive effect on demand. Not having an expert review
negatively impact the demand for a good, while a high expert review score has a positive effect
on demand. These results hold true for games from both independent and major developers.
This work highlights the importance of considering heterogeneous sources of information
when examining how information about quality impacts demand. When there are varying
sources of information available to consumers, they appear likely to value multiple sources. It is
important for future research to keep this in mind when considering the impact of information
about quality on the demand for experience goods.
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CHAPTER II
NEWS CONSUMPTION IN A SOCIAL MEDIA ENVIRONMENT:
EVIDENCE FROM TWITTER

1 Introduction

Individuals are consuming an increasing amount of news and information through social media.
According to a 2017 Pew Research Center Survey, 67% of US adults consume news on social
media and 20% do so often (Shearer and Gottfried 2017). Social media presents a platform in
which individuals may be exposed to a variety of news sources. These sources differ in terms of
their political ideology and their accuracy. Because of opportunity costs and preferences,
individuals likely do not consume all news they come across. This article seeks to shed light on
what drives individuals’ consumption decisions concerning news on social media. In particular,
the study will focus on preferences for ideology and for accuracy in news. In other words, this
work will begin to shed light on the demand for news in a social media environment as it
concerns ideology and accuracy.
I examine the importance of ideological similarity between news sources and individuals
and the importance of the reliability of a news source in US individuals' consumption decisions
in a social media environment by estimating a simply utility function. I examine this preferences
separately for liberal individuals and conservative individuals. In particular, I ask two questions:
1) Do consumers have a preference for news with a similar or opposing ideological position to
their own? I find, conditional on individuals' following decisions, liberal individuals have an
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increasing preference for news as it becomes more conservative (i.e. less similar) and no
preference for news as it becomes more liberal. I find conservative individuals do not have
preferences for more or less similar ideological news. These findings may be the result of the
timing of data collection. During a time when liberals can be thought of as the minority party,
they may consume conservative news, particularly on social media, to mock what they view as
an incorrect viewpoint. 2) Do consumers have a preference for accurate or inaccurate reporting?
The results indicate liberal individuals prefer less accurate news, which is likely driven by
sensationalism. Conservative individuals have no preference for more or less reliable news.
Understanding the consumption behavior of individuals on social media is of interest to
economists. Consumer preferences, as a part of utility, are an important component of demand.
In particular, economists wishing to model the market for news in a social media environment
need a strong understanding of consumer demand in that market. In the past economists have
built models of the market for news in other environments and the current work can shed light on
if past assumptions about consumer utility apply to the news market on social media (see
Mullainathan and Shleifer 2005; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2006; Allcott and Gentzkow 2017).
Understanding the consumption habits for individuals on social media is also of interest to news
organizations, advertisers, and social media companies as these preferences will affect their
behavior. This is especially true as social media becomes a more important market for news.1
This work is the first empirical study, to my knowledge, to examine the effect of both
ideological preference and reliability on news consumption decisions in a social media
environment using data on individuals’ ideology, news’ ideology, and news’ reliability. There

1

From 2016 to 2017 there was a 15 percentage point increase in the number of Twitter users
consuming news from the platform (Shearer and Gottfried 2017).
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are several studies closely related to my own. Boxell, Gentzkow, and Shapiro (2017) find
political polarization in recent years is largest in demographic groups least likely to use social
media. Their findings argue against the idea the internet and social media are primary drivers of
polarization. Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) find low levels of ideological segregation, the
situation where conservatives consume conservative news and liberals consume liberal news, in
individuals' online consumption habits. They develop a structural model estimating the effects of
ideology and quality on consumer utility to test their assumptions (Gentzkow and Shapiro 2011).
While similar, there are several differences between their work and the current study. First, while
quality is related to my concept of reliability it is not identical. I define reliability to be the
likelihood of factual reporting from a news source. While factual reporting is a component of
what Gentkow and Shapiro refer to as quality, quality includes other features such as
entertainment, timeliness, and writing standards. Another difference in their work is quality is a
parameter to be estimated. In my work I use data on reliability and estimate the effect of
reliability on consumption decisions. This implies I do not assume a priori reliability is a feature
which gives consumers positive utility. In other words I do not assume consumers view factual
reporting as resulting in higher quality.
Another related study, An et al. (2014) looks at the sharing of news articles on Facebook and
Twitter. The study finds that partisan sharing, the situation where individuals share news similar
to their own beliefs, exists on social media. Finally, Allcott and Gentzkow (2017) look at fake
news consumption on social media and the likelihood of users to believe what they consume.
They estimate that the average US adult read and remembered about one fake article.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of
Twitter. Section 3 of the paper presents a model of utility for news consumption on social media.
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Section 4 describes the data and sources. Section 5 introduces the empirical strategy. Section 6
presents the findings and possible explanations for the results. Section 7 concludes.

2 Twitter

Twitter is a social media platform which allows users to create accounts and post and view short
messages called tweets. The first thing a user encounters upon logging into their account is what
is called their home timeline. An account's home timeline is populated by tweets from friends.
Friends are accounts an individual has decided to follow. Tweets are sorted into several
categories. A standard tweet is an original message posted by an account. A retweet is a
reposting of another account's tweet verbatim. A quote tweet is the same as a retweet except a
small message is added to the original tweet by the reposting account. Another type of tweet
which may enter an account's home timeline is a reply. A reply occurs when one account directly
responds to another account's tweet. Replies will enter a particular account's home timeline only
if the host account of the home timeline is friends with both the account responsible for posting
the original tweet and the account posting the reply.
To attempt to keep explanations clear, I refer to accounts an individual chooses to follow
as friends and accounts which choose to follow an individual as followers throughout this study.2
Content Twitter believes is relevant to an account may be posted to the top of their home
timeline at the time an individual logs into their account. This is determined by an algorithm and
includes popular tweets from friends of accounts and, sometimes, tweets from non-friends. The

2

For additional information on Twitter see the Twitter Help Center (2018) and the Twitter Blog
(2018).
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rest of the activity populating a home timeline consists of tweets from friends posted in reverse
chronological order (Oremus 2017).3 The relative simplicity of most of Twitter's home timeline
creates a social media environment easier to study than many other social media platforms, such
as Facebook, which uses more complex algorithms to create what users view.4
Twitter also provides account's access to their user timeline. This is a timeline which is
populated by the tweets, retweets, quote tweets, and replies produced by the account. The user
timeline is a record of an account's activity excluding the favoriting of tweets, which is an
activity similar to liking a post on Facebook.
Another feature of Twitter in need of some discussion is how Twitter classifies accounts.
Twitter classifies accounts as either verified or non-verified. Verified accounts are defined as
“accounts of public interest” including “accounts maintained by users in music, acting, fashion,
government, politics, religion, journalism, media, sports, business, and other key interest areas”
(Twitter Help Center 2018). Essentially, verified accounts are those maintained by high profile
individuals or businesses. This tag is meant to allow individuals to determine if an account is run
by the person who claims to manage said account. My study focuses on non-verified accounts as
verified accounts likely have different behavior than accounts operated by less high profile
individuals.
Twitter is a growing source of news for many. 74% of individuals active on Twitter and
11% of the US adult population get some news from the site (Shearer and Gottfried 2017). This
suggests Twitter is an important part of the news market and an important market to study.

3

This is the most up to date information I could find about the Twitter home timeline. A detailed
discussion on the topic of Twitter home timelines can be found in Oremus (2017).
4
Facebook uses a complex algorithm to choose all the content users view on their home feed
(Oremus 2017).
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3 A Utility Model of News Consumption on Social Media

Consider a representative rational agent i, with an active account5 on social media, who has
ideology b. At time t a unique reporting of news from source j with ideology a, reliability R, and
price 𝑃 enters the agent's home timeline. Agent i chooses whether or not to consume the news
based on the following utility function:
𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝛽(𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾𝑅𝑗𝑡 − 𝜆 𝑃𝑗𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 , (1)
where 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 is the utility derived from consuming news. I assume the utility from not consuming
news is normalized to zero. The agent will choose to consume news if they receive any positive
utility from doing so.
𝛼 is a term representing utility common to all individuals. 𝜇𝑖 is an individual specific
term which can be viewed as an individual's utility or disutility from consuming news or the
individual preference for news. 𝑎𝑗𝑡 is the ideology of source 𝑗 producing the news which enters
agent 𝑖's home timeline at time t. 𝑏𝑖 represents agent i's ideology and is constant. I define
ideology as a unidimensional measure of political preference for both individuals and news
outlets standardized to have a mean of zero.6 The difference (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 ) captures how similar j's
ideology is to agent i's ideology. I separate this distance into two terms to allow agent 𝑖 to have
varying preferences for news to the right and news to the left. The term (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 takes
on the value of (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 ) if 𝑗's ideology is to the right of 𝑖's ideology and zero otherwise while
the term of (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 takes on the value of (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 ) if 𝑗's ideology is to the left of 𝑖's

5

6

I assume active accounts are similar to the accounts examined in Barberá et al. (2015).
My definition of ideology is the same as that in Barberá et al. (2015).
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ideology and zero otherwise. 𝛽 and 𝜃 capture the preferences for ideological similarity of news
to the right and to the left of agent 𝑖, respectively. Some care must be taken with interpreting the
coefficients. If agent 𝑖's utility increases (decreases) when source 𝑗 is more ideologically similar
to 𝑖 (i.e. (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 ) is smaller) and news source 𝑗's ideology is to the right of 𝑖's ideology, 𝛽
should be negative (positive). However, if same situation occurs when news source 𝑗's ideology
is to the left of agent 𝑖's ideology, 𝜃 should be positive (negative).7
𝑅𝑗𝑡 is a measure of the reliability of news from source j which enters agent 𝑖's home
timeline at time t. I define reliability as the likelihood a news source produces an accurate report
of events. 𝑅𝑗𝑡 takes on a value of one, two, or three with one representing the lowest level of
reliability (higher likelihood of reporting a false report) and three representing the highest level
of reliability (lower likelihood of reporting a false report). Reliability is distinguishable from
truth because, even if a source consistently seeks to report true information, mistakes can be
made. 𝛾 represents the preference for reliability. 𝛾 will be positive if agent 𝑖 receives positive
utility from reliability and negative if they receive negative utility.
𝑃𝑗𝑡 represents the price of consuming news from source 𝑗 at time 𝑡 and 𝜆 captures the
effect of price on utility. 𝜆 is subtracted from utility as it is assumed higher prices reduce utility. I
assume 𝑃𝑗𝑡 is zero.8 It is beyond the scope of this study to present a detailed discussion as to why
price is zero for news on social media, however, a simplified explanation is provided. The
market for news on social media is an example of a two-sided market.9 A two-sided market is a

(𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 will always be positive and (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 will always be negative or
zero.
8
There are a few sources, such as the Economist, which only allow access to a limited number of
articles per week without a paid subscription. However, these cases are rare and it is not expected
this has a great impact on social media news consumption.
9
It actually could be considered an intersection of several two-sided markets.
7
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market in which two groups interact through an intermediary and the actions of each group have
an effect on the outcomes of the other group. For example, in the social media market consumers
are one group and advertisers are the other. These groups interact through the social media
platform (e.g. Twitter). Economic theory suggests pricing to both groups in a two-sided market
depends, in part, on the price elasticity of demand for both sides of the market. If one side of the
market has a high price elasticity of demand relative to the other side of the market, the side with
a higher price elasticity of demand may have a zero or even negative price (Rysman 2009). On
social media, advertisers (with more inelastic demand) essentially subsidize the participation of
social media users (with more elastic demand). The same is often the case in the news market
where advertisers, again, subsidize individuals' consumption of the news. This is a simplified
explanation of the news market on social media, however, it helps illuminate the reason for the
zero price faced by agent 𝑖 in the social media news market. This theory is why I drop price from
(1) and allows the utility function to be rewritten as:
𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝛽(𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝜃(𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾𝑅𝑗𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 . (2)
Finally, 𝜖𝑖𝑡 it is idiosyncratic utility. Note t does not index a specific time but rather the
order news enters the home timeline.
It should be noted the news which enters the home timeline is not random. It depends on
factors such as who the agent chooses to follow. I assume the decision to follow someone and the
decision to consume news are separate. As long as the agent does not consume every piece of
news sent by their friends this assumption seems reasonable. Additionally, I assume each
reporting of news entering an account's home timeline is unique.10

10

This assumption is made for practical reasons. The assumption implies each piece of news can
only be considered for consumption once. Without this assumption, the same news could enter
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It is assumed agent i has full knowledge of their preferences and the values of 𝑎𝑗𝑡 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑅𝑗𝑡 ,
𝛼, and 𝜇𝑖 at time t. Agent i uses this information at time t to decide whether to consume news
from source j or not. I make no assumption about ideology being a negative quality. Instead
ideology is simply a characteristic of the news. News can be presented which is both ideological
and reliable.
Estimating the utility function will provide insight into consumer preferences, an
important component of demand, for the news market on social media.

4 Data

4.1 Twitter Sample

The first step in collecting the data for estimation is constructing a sample of active US Twitter
accounts. I do this using Twitter's API service (Twitter Developer 2017).11
I drop ‘deleted’ tweets and apply a filter suggested by Barberá et al. (2015) intended to be
a simple location and activity filter.12 I remove all accounts listed as verified to remove accounts

an account's home timeline multiple times and, even if the news is consumed, count as nonconsumption multiple times.
11
I collect this sample over the period from June 20 to June 22, 2017. To primarily collect US
accounts I open a connection to Twitter's Streaming API from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Central Time
each day. This gives a random sample of roughly 1% of all public tweets. The specified time
period coincides with noon to 1 p.m. for each of the four time zones in the continental US. This
is the peak time for Twitter activity in each time zone (Lee 2016). A potential problem is the
time period when the sample is collected differs across time zones possibly biasing the sample. I
expect that bias is minimized since the majority of tweets collected should come from accounts
in the most active time zone at any given hour.
12
The filter drops all accounts who do not identify English as their language, who have tweeted
less than 100 times, who have less than 100 friends and 25 followers. This filter is used because
while some accounts have location data it is not consistent or reliable.
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related to a news source and, additionally, to remove accounts run by high profile individuals
who may behave differently on Twitter and are not the population of interest for this study.
From the tweets I am able to collect a sample of 530,416 unique accounts. Twitter's API
service (Twitter Developer 2017) rate limits restrict my ability to work with such a large sample.
I randomly draw 1,500 accounts to create a sample for which data can be obtained in a
reasonable time period.

4.2 User Timelines and Home Timelines

To estimate the parameters of my model, it is necessary to observe both potential and actual
consumption for each account. An account's home timeline cannot be directly observed.
However, I am able to construct a partial approximation of an account's home timeline using
information about an account's friends and an account's user timeline. I gather the list of friends
for each account in my sample.13 Accounts which have been suspended, become private, or have
been deleted during the time between gathering data on random tweets and data on accounts'
friends are dropped leaving me with 1,412 users. Twitter API rate limiting makes it unreasonable
to collect tweets from every friend of accounts in my sample.14 To address this issue, I draw 80
friends from a weighted random sample, where friends are weighted by the total number of
tweets sent since activated. This has the effect of drawing 80 friends at random with a sampling

13

I collect this data from Twitter's API (Twitter Developer 2017) between September 22 and 23,
2017.
14
Accounts in the sample follow up to 70,955 accounts.
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method which approximates the likelihood a friend sent tweets which show up in an account's
home timeline.15
I collect the last 200 tweets from accounts in my sample and the random sample of their
friends.16
Some accounts and friends may have less than 200 tweets. This is caused by deleted
tweets and the fact some accounts have not sent 200 tweets since activated. This does not give
me a perfect recreation of an account's home timeline. Instead, I am able to create a partial home
timeline for each account. This should not be a major concern because the estimation procedure
does not require I observe an account's entire home timeline for the estimates to be valid.17

4.3 News Sources

To construct a set of news sources, I take the list of news sites used to estimate the structural
model in Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) and remove any sources for which there is no verified
Twitter account.18 For the remaining sources I augment the collection of news sources by adding
accounts to some of the outlets which have multiple Twitter accounts. For example, I include the

15

A few accounts in my sample have less than 80 friends. While the filter applied when
collecting the sample implies this should not be possible there are some rational explanations for
why I obtain this result. Two prime examples are accounts may choose to remove certain friends
and some friends may be deleted or suspended thus decreasing the total number of an account's
friends.
16
I collect 200 tweets because it is the maximum number of tweets which may be collected in a
request. These 200 tweets include all tweets on their user timeline which have not been deleted.
17
The tweets were collected between October 6 and October 15, 2017. The time period between
collecting data on accounts' friends and collecting accounts' and friends' user timelines can be
thought of as a spam filter. Twitter accounts that are active over long periods are unlikely to be
spam bots (Barberá et al. 2015).
18
See their Model Appendix for a complete list.
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FoxNews, foxheadlines, and foxnewspolitics accounts. Finally, news source without an estimate
for ideology and without data on reliability, discussed in sections 4.6 and 4.5 respectively, are
dropped leaving me with 44 Twitter news accounts. I augment these accounts once again by
including 11 news accounts without an ideology estimate but which come from the same parent
organization as an account for which I do have an ideology estimate.19 This leaves me with 55
news accounts. My final list of news sources, along with their reliability, ideology, and number
of followers is given in Table 2.1.

4.4 Consumption

It is difficult to directly observe what news individuals on Twitter consume. However, I am able
to use the given data to create a proxy for consumption and potential consumption. The list
below presents the actions which I consider to represent consumption.

1. A retweet of a news source.
2. A quote tweet of a news source.
3. A retweet of a quote tweet of a news source.
4. A reply to a news source.
5. A retweet of a reply to a news source.
6. A quote tweet of a reply to a news source.
7. A retweet of a quote tweet of a reply to a news source.
8. A quote tweet of a quote tweet of a news source.

19

For example, I give foxheadlines the same ideology score as FoxNews.
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9. A retweet of a quote tweet of a quote tweet of a news source.

Retweets, and other similar actions on Twitter, are signals of engagement with a tweet. This
proxy for consumption is used because it captures an account's engagement with information
from a news source. I observe these actions from an account’s user timeline.
Combining my assumption about the actions which constitute consumption with the
constructed partial home timelines, I am able to identify the consumption and non-consumption
of news by accounts in my sample.20
Potential consumption, which is all news considered for consumption by an account (i.e.
the sum of consumption and non-consumption), may come directly from a news source or
indirectly through another friend.21 This allows accounts in my sample to potentially be exposed
to a more diverse set of news.22 I am left with a sample of 331 accounts who potentially consume
information from a news source in Table 2.1.
Note my definition of consumption does not consider consumption to be clicking on an
article. This is because information can often be consumed from the content of a tweet. Figure
2.1 gives an example. Objective breaking news headlines are another good example of tweets
which can be consumed without clicking on a link. Capturing this type of consumption is one
advantage of my proxy over using link clicks. Another advantage of my definition of

20

Favorites are not considered consumption because they require the least amount of input out of
all actions Twitter permits accounts to make. Favorites are, therefore, much less likely to signal
any significant engagement with the content of the tweet. Additionally, I only allow a unique
Tweet ID to be considered for consumption once by each account as assumed by the model in
Sec 3. I also drop any reply tweets which were not in response to an account's friend and
therefore would not enter that particular account's home timeline.
21
For example, a friend who retweets Fox News.
22
This is justified based on the work of An et al. (2011) who find indirect media exposure,
exposure to news which does not come directly from the source, increases the ideological
diversity of news individuals are exposed to by a significant margin.
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consumption is data is available.23 The definition of consumption used for this article is certainly
reasonable if it is assumed consumption requires a certain level of engagement with the
content.24

4.5 Reliability

I need data on the reliability of news sources. What is true is often difficult to determine. As
mentioned above, I define reliability as the likelihood of factual reporting from a news source.
My definition of factual reporting is the production of an accurate report of events. However, it is
perhaps better to think about what is not factual reporting. I consider non-factual reporting to be
the case of reporting events which are verifiably false, not cases where groups with different
points of view may disagree about the accuracy of the information.
The data on news’ reliability comes from MediaBias/FactCheck (2017). This source has
several advantages. First, it gives each news source a Factual Reporting score. These scores are
partially assigned based on research into how many fact checks a source has failed. In particular,
the site references PolitiFact and Snopes frequently in their assessments of Factual Reporting.
Both PolitiFact and Snopes have been used in academic research on fake news (see Allcott and
Gentzkow 2017).25

23

I do not have information on who clicks what link.
If engagement with a tweet is not considered a good proxy for consumption, the findings of
this study would instead reflect preferences in promoting behavior. In other words, the results
would give insight into what news individuals prefer to spread to their followers.
25
MediaBias/FactCheck (2017) has also been be suggested as a reference to help assess either
the reliability or bias of a news source by several academic institutions' libraries. Examples
include the University of Minnesota Libraries (2017), the University of Pittsburgh: University
Library System (2017), and the University Libraries: University of Washington (2017).
24
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The Factual Reporting score places the news source in one of 5 bins (Very Low, Low,
Mixed, High, and Very High). The higher the factual reporting score the more likely the source
is to not have failed many fact checks. All the news sources in my list have a score of mixed or
higher and are coded on a scale of one to three with one being mixed and three being very high.
The exclusion of Low and Very Low news sources is the result of having no ideology estimates
from Barberá et al. (2015). The reliability score is assigned based on a news account's parent
organization.26

4.6 Ideology

Agents' and news sources' ideology are not observed directly.27 My data on ideology is derived
from Barberá's work developing a method to estimate the ideology of agents and political ‘elites'
on Twitter (See Barberá 2015; Barberá et al. 2015). Elites are accounts such as political actors,
news organizations, and think tanks for which ideology is a key component of an agent's
decision about whether to follow the elite account. Barberá (2015) and Barberá et al. (2015)
develop two versions of an ideal points model to estimate ideology, a unidimensional variable,
for both agents and elites in a multi-step process. The key identifying assumption for both

26

To further validate MediaBias/FactCheck (2017) I test the correlation between the overall
percentage “Pants on Fire” scores for five major channels on PunditFact (2017) (sister site to
PolitiFact) and my 1 to 3 score based on MediaBias/FactCheck (2017). The 5 sources for which
PunditFact (2017) scores a significant amount of statements are ABC, CBS, NBC/MSNBC,
CNN, and Fox. For the NBC/MSNBC score from MediaBias/FactCheck (2017) I use the average
of the two scores. The Pearson's correlation is -0.878 which suggests that a higher score based on
MediaBias/FactCheck (2017) is associated with a lower percentage of major fact check fails
from PunditFact (2017). However, it should be kept in mind this is a correlation of only 5
observations so it is at best suggestive evidence.
27
Here the agent is representative of the users of accounts which are the focus of this study.
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models are agents prefer to follow accounts, particularly political and news accounts, which are
similar to their own ideology and thus following decisions are informative about agents' and
elites' ideology. I choose to use estimates from the model in Barberá et al. (2015). The advantage
of this version of the model is an additional stage which expands the number of elites and allows
for the estimation of ideology for a larger number of agents (Barberá et al. 2015). The authors
model the probability an agent decides to follow an elite account as function of the euclidean
distance between the elite's and agent's ideology, the popularity of the elite account, and the
political interest of the agent.28 The greater the distance between the ideology of an agent and an
elite, all else equal, the less likely the agent is to follow the elite. Given the decision to follow an
elite account is binary, the authors assume the error term is logistically distributed. Using
correspondence analysis, which is similar to a log-linear latent space model, Barberá et al (2015)
are able to estimate the parameters of their model of following behavior. These parameters allow
them to obtain estimates of the ideology of agents and elites. This is done in three stages. The
first stage estimates the model parameters for elite accounts and for agents which follow at least
10 elites. Once estimates for the ideology of these agents and elites are obtained, the second
stage identifies the most popular accounts followed primarily by liberal agents and the most
popular accounts followed primarily by conservative agents in the first stage and labels them
elites.29 This is based on the assumption following one of these popular accounts, even though
they are not necessarily political, provides information about an agent's ideology. The third stage

Using the notation of Barberá et al. (2015) the probability agent 𝑖 follows elite 𝑗 is formally
expressed as 𝑃𝑟(𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 1| 𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑗 , 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ) = 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗 − 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ) where 𝛼𝑖 captures agent 𝑖's
political interest, 𝛽𝑗 captures the popularity of elite 𝑗 and 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the Euclidean distance between
agent 𝑖's ideological position and elite 𝑗's ideological position. The function is designed such that
the further the distance between the ideology of 𝑖 and 𝑗 the less likely 𝑖 is to follow 𝑗. This
notation should not be confused with the notation used throughout the paper.
29
Liberals and conservatives are defined based on their estimated ideology.
28
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estimates the model using the expanded number of elites allowing a larger number of agents to
be incorporated in the analysis.
The ideology estimates are standardized to have a standard normal distribution (Barberá
et al. 2015). More negative (positive) values are associated with more liberal (conservative)
ideology. Barberá (2015) validates the original model results for elites by comparing them to
Poole and Rosenthal (2007) DW-NOMINATE measures of ideology, and the results for agents
by successfully matching a sample of agents to party registration records and a sample of agents
to publically stated political preference.30 The Barberá (2015) and Barberá et al. (2015) estimates
for ideology are highly correlated (Barberá et al. 2015).
Instead of estimating the full model myself, I use the tweetscores package in R (Barberá
2016) which eliminates the need to estimate the first two stages of the Barberá et al. (2015)
version of the model. This saves an immense amount of time as it eliminates the need to collect
data on all followers of elites. All I need to estimate ideology for an agent with an account in my
sample is the list of their friends. The estimates are based on data gathered in 2014. I do not
expect this invalidates the estimates as it is unlikely large swaths of politicians and news
organizations have dramatically shifted their ideological positions over the intervening period.31
In addition to the ideology for agents with accounts in my sample, I need ideology estimates for
my list of news sources. I use the Barberá et al. (2015) ideology estimates for elites and match
them with the list of verified news accounts.32

30

The results are also validated in several European nations.
Only accounts which follow at least one elite remain in sample.
32
This is extracted from the tweetscores package (Barberá 2016).
31
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4.7 Descriptive Statistics

Table 2.2 breaks down the sample into liberal (ideology ≤ 0) and conservative (ideology > 0)
accounts. Liberal accounts outnumber conservative accounts roughly 60 to 40. Recall the sample
is of active US Twitter accounts. If liberal accounts are more likely to be active on Twitter this
would explain why there is not a more even division between liberals and conservatives.33
It should be kept in mind Twitter is likely not representative of the US population at large and
therefore liberals and conservatives on Twitter may not be a perfect match for liberals and
conservatives elsewhere.
Table 2.3 shows consumption for accounts in the sample. News consumed is coded as
one while news not consumed is coded as zero. It is immediately apparent accounts consume a
low amount of news relative to the amount of news they see. This is not an entirely surprising
result as accounts are confronted with an enormous amount of information online and consuming
a large percentage of it would have high opportunity costs. Table 2.4 shows consumption for
liberal and conservative accounts and tells pretty much the same story as Table 2.3. Both liberals
and conservatives consume a small percentage of total potential consumption.
Figure 2.2 presents a histogram of the frequency of the reliability measurement for news
accounts and Table 2.5 gives summary statistics. More news sources fall into the high category
than any other category while relatively few sources fit in the very high category. Figure 2.2 may
suggest agents are primarily exposed to news from the mixed and high categories and rarely
exposed to news from the very high category.

33

Barberá also finds liberals are a majority in his sample (Barberá 2015).
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Table 2.6 shows the number of accounts, consumption, potential consumption, and
consumption rates for each reliability category.34 The information presented in Table 2.6
supports the notion accounts are exposed to a high volume of news from sources in the high
category. Perhaps the most striking information in Table 2.6 is how much potential consumption
and consumption there is in the very high category despite there only being seven news sources
in that category. This alleviates some of the concern accounts are rarely exposed to news from
the most reliable news sources. Also of note is while accounts are exposed to more information
from the high category, they consume a smaller percent of potential consumption from these
sources. Additionally, accounts consume a higher percent of potential consumption from the
mixed category than from any other group.
Table 2.7 and 2.8 shows consumption, potential consumption, and consumption rates by
reliability for liberal accounts and conservative accounts respectively. Liberals are exposed to a
higher percentage of high reliability tweets, 65% of total potential consumption, than their
conservative counterparts, 43% of total potential consumption. On the other hand, conservatives
are exposed to a much higher percentage of mixed tweets, 38% of total potential consumption,
than liberals, 18% of total potential consumption. Both liberal accounts and conservative
accounts are exposed to roughly the same fraction of very high tweets, 17% and 19%
respectively. This highlights how the exposure to reliability varies between conservatives and
liberals. This exposure is a function of the friends an account chooses which is not modeled in
the current paper. It should also be noted both liberals and conservatives consume a higher
percent of potential consumption from news sources in the mixed category than from the other
news sources.

34

Potential consumption is the sum of consumption and non-consumption.
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Figure 2.3 presents the density distribution of news outlets' ideology. There is a very
large peak left of zero and a smaller peak right of zero. This indicates the news sources used for
this study are primarily liberal (ideology ≤ 0) with a small group of conservative (ideology > 0)
sources. The information from Table 2.9 further supports this notion. Over 85% of all news
sources in the sample are liberal. Table 2.5 shows the average news’ ideology is somewhat left of
zero.
Table 2.10 shows consumption, potential consumption, and consumption rates for the full
sample while this information is broken down for liberal accounts in Table 2.11 and conservative
accounts in Table 2.12. For the full sample, conservative news is makes up 9.85% of accounts'
exposure to news while liberal news is responsible for the other 90.15%. The difference in
exposure is even more dramatic for liberal accounts. Conservative news only represents only
2.12% of total exposure to the news for liberal accounts. On the other hand, 24.73% of
conservative accounts' exposure to the news comes from conservative news sources. The fact
conservative news sources are responsible for a higher percentage of conservative accounts'
exposure to the news than for liberal accounts and vice versa is not surprising and highlights the
importance of accounts' decisions about who to follow.
It is interesting to note even though accounts are exposed to a greater amount of liberal
news, they consume a higher percentage of the conservative news they encounter. Liberal
accounts in particular have a much higher consumption rate for the conservative news which
comes through their home timeline relative to their consumption rate for liberal news. The
difference in the consumption rates of liberal and conservative news for conservative accounts is
smaller.
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Figure 2.4 gives a box plot graph of news’ ideology by news’ reliability. The first thing
which stands out is there is more variance in the ideology of news sources with mixed reliability
than news sources in the other two categories. Similarly, news sources with high reliability have
more variance in ideology than news sources in the very high category. The information in
Figure 2.4 suggests for many accounts there may be a tradeoff between ideology and reliability.
That is, one may have to consume news which does not match their ideology in order to consume
reliable news.
It should be kept in mind, when examining my data related to news sources, the sample
of news accounts is not representative of every news source on Twitter. Therefore, caution must
be taken when generalizing the findings to news sources as a whole.

5 Empirical Methodology

While utility, 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 is unobserved, I can estimate equation (2) using data on consumption. Because
I observe whether news is consumed or not, I can define consumption, 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑡 , such that:
𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑡 = {

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 > 0
, (3)
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 0

allowing me to estimate the utility model as a binary choice model. Because I have a panel data
set, using proper assumptions, I can estimate the marginal effects of ideological distance of news
with ideology left of an account, ideological distance of news with ideology right of an account,
and reliability of a news source on the probability of consumption by using a random effects
probit model.
The first assumption which must be made to run the model is that 𝜖~ 𝑁(0,1) and the
individual specific component of utility 𝜇 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎𝜇2 ). An additional assumption which must be
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made to identify the random effects probit model is that 𝜇𝑖 , the individual preference for
information, is uncorrelated with (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 , (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 , and 𝑅𝑗𝑡 . It is likely a
preference for information is uncorrelated with either ideological distance or reliability. The
higher one's preference for information the more likely an individual is to consume information
regardless of the ideological content or the reliability of the news source because they simply
like to consume information. Therefore, it is fairly safe to assume 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 is uncorrelated with (𝑎𝑗𝑡 −
𝑏𝑖 )𝑅𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 , (𝑎𝑗𝑡 − 𝑏𝑖 )𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑡 , and 𝑅𝑗𝑡 .
I choose to model the utility with a random effects probit model because of the ability to
allow for unobserved individual heterogeneity. In a market for news it is probable there will be a
great deal of unobserved differences between individuals' preferences for news. Some
individuals likely have a strong taste for information and consume a great deal of news while
other individuals may be very casual consumers. In the random effects probit model
heterogeneity enters the model through the term 𝜇𝑖 or what I have called the preference for
information. This term varies across individuals by allowing each individual to deviate from the
mean value.35 The term 𝜇𝑖 allows individuals to have different preferences for news on social
media.
I run the utility model specified in (2) separately on liberal accounts and conservative
accounts. This allows me to see if consumer preferences vary for groups who potentially have
different tastes. Conventional wisdom suggests differences in tastes between liberals and
conservatives may be particularly pronounced when examining presences for ideology.

35

This can be thought of as deviation from the constant value 𝛼.
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6 Results and Discussion

The estimated marginal effects of the model specified in equation (2) for liberal accounts are
presented in Table 2.13. The model indicates the proportion of total variance contributed by
panel-level variance is not zero, therefore the panel probit is preferred to a pooled probit model.
In terms of the utility model, this implies liberals have different preferences for news.
The results for liberals indicate the marginal effect on ideological distance to the right is positive
and statistically different from zero. This suggests liberals are more likely to consume news as it
becomes more ideologically conservative.36
The marginal effect on ideological distance to the left is not statistically different from zero
suggesting liberals have no preference for news whose ideology is more liberal than their own.
The marginal effect for news’ reliability is negative and statistically significant at the 5% level.
That is, increasing the likelihood of factual reporting from a news source decreases liberals
probability of consuming news from that source.
Table 2.14 presents the estimated marginal effects of the model specified in (2) for
conservative accounts. Like the model for liberal accounts, the proportion of total variance
contributed by panel-level variance is not zero and the random effects probit is preferred to the
pooled probit.
The results for conservatives are quite different from the results for liberals. The marginal
effects on ideological distance to the right, ideological distance to the left, as well as news’
reliability are all not statistically different from zero for conservatives. This suggests

36

Conservative here is relative. A news source to the right of a liberal account's ideology is not
necessarily conservative (i.e. ideology>0).
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conservatives have no preference for ideology, whether the news source is to the right or to the
left. Additionally, conservatives do not have a preference for more reliable or less reliable news.
While at first the finding liberals prefer less reliable news may seem surprising, there is a
plausible explanation for the findings. It is likely less reliable news implies more sensational
news. To test the notion less reliable news is correlated with more sensational news I collect
additional data from MediaBias/FactCheck (2017). News sources are divided into categories
such as “Least Biased”, “Left-Center/Right-Center Bias”, and “Left/Right Bias.” A significant
factor in sorting news sources into these categories is their use of loaded words which the
website describes as “wording that attempts to influence an audience by using appeal to emotion
or stereotypes” (MediaBias/FactCheck 2017). I use this information to code news sources on a
scale of one to three with one being news in the Least Biased category and three being news in
the Left/Right Bias category giving me a variable measuring the degree of sensationalism of a
news source. A larger value implies a more sensational news source while a smaller value
implies a less sensational news source. I find the Pearson's correlation between reliability and
sensationalism to be -0.678. This supports the idea less reliable news is more sensational news.
Given less reliable news is more sensational news, the results imply liberals have a preference
for sensational news over more objective and accurate news. It is plausible liberal accounts on
social media, where an enormous amount of information is confronted, would consume the news
which is the most shocking and dramatic. Conservatives, on the other hand, have no preference
for more reliable or less reliable news. For conservative accounts, it seems, reliability does not
factor into the consumption decision. It should be kept in mind this study only uses news
accounts above a certain level of reliability. The preference for reliability may change if low
reliability or fake news accounts were included in the estimation.
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The finding liberals have a preference for news which is more conservative than their
own ideological position and not for news which is more liberal than their ideological position is
unexpected but is not unreasonable. One potential explanation is liberals enjoy mocking
viewpoints they consider incorrect, especially at a time when individuals with liberal ideological
views do not control the government. These results may be driven by the timing of the data
collection. Given the data was collected at a time when Republicans control the Executive and
Legislative branches of government, liberals may be keen on consuming and deriding news from
more conservative sources.37 This explanation seems likely when considering liberals have a
preference for less reliable, and sensational, news. If liberals are consuming more conservative
news in a mocking manner it seems likely the news they are consuming would be less authentic
and perhaps an easier target for ridicule. Conservatives have no preference for more liberal or
more conservative news. Perhaps conservative, in a time when they may be considered the
majority party, consume a fairly ideologically balanced diet of news. Again, this explanation is
tied to the timing of the data collection. It should be kept in mind the current study only reflects
the preferences of individuals on Twitter. It is entirely possible agents consume news differently
outside of social media (e.g. liberals consume liberal news on TV but conservative news on
social media). It would be interesting to see if the findings were reversed during a period when
Democrats controlled the White House and congress.
It is important to keep in mind the findings do not tell us anything about if individuals
believe what they consume. Just because liberal individuals may have a preference for less
reliable, and more sensational, news does not imply they believe or do not believe the contents of

37

Not all tweets necessarily occur during the period between October 6 and October 15, 2017,
however, since the sample is constructed from the last 200 tweets starting from this time period
and moving backwards in time, it is highly likely the tweets of active accounts are recent.
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what they consume. Additionally, liberal individuals do not necessarily become more
conservative when they consume conservative news. Finally, it is important to keep in mind the
results are conditional on who individuals choose as friends on Twitter. That is, these preferences
do not reflect random articles entering a home timeline. This should not be a large concern,
however, as news does not enter an account's home timeline in reality.

7 Conclusion

This study has set out to examine consumer preferences for news in a social media environment.
In particular, I set out to answer two questions. First, do consumers have a preference for news
with a similar or opposing ideological position to their own? My findings suggest liberals have a
preference for more conservative news while they have no preference for more liberal news.
Conservatives, on the other hand, have no preference for more conservative or more liberal
news. This may be a function of gathering the data in a year when the liberal party is the
minority party in Washington implying liberals gain some utility from mocking conservative
views when individuals with such views are in power while conservatives gain no such utility at
the same time. Second, do consumers have a preference for accurate or inaccurate reporting?
Liberals prefer less reliable news. Conservatives have no preference for more or less reliable
news. These results suggest liberals may enjoy consuming more sensational news while
conservatives do not have similar preferences.
It should be kept in mind all of the above findings are conditional on who individuals
choose to follow and the findings say nothing about individuals' beliefs about what they
consume. However, the results still provide important insights for economists wishing to have a
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better grasp of consumer demand in the news market on social media. Understanding news
consumption habits is also of interest to a variety of groups including news producers,
advertisers, and social media platforms who may adjust their behavior in the market for news on
social media as it continues to grow.
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CHAPTER III
INSIGHTS INTO THE TWITTER PLATFORM

1 Introduction

Twitter (Twitter 2018) is a social media platform with 330 million active monthly users and 500
million tweets sent per day as of January 2018 (Aslam 2018). As such, a general understanding
of the platform is important as it becomes increasingly prevalent in society. The purpose of this
study is to describe basic aspects of the Twitter platform. This includes Twitter accounts'
networks, types of Twitter accounts, and the type of activity which takes place on Twitter.
I look at active US Twitter accounts. I examine the network of the average account and
find accounts have audiences of about 6,000 accounts and receive messages from about 1,500
accounts. This suggests active US accounts have fairly large audiences and potentially receive a
large amount of information on a regular basis. I study the percentage of Twitter accounts that
are connected to high profile individuals and organizations and how their networks and the
frequency of their activity differs from the lower profile accounts. According to the data,
accounts associated with high profile individuals and organizations constitute about 1.5% of the
total number of accounts. I find these accounts have much larger audiences and receive messages
from a slightly larger number of accounts relative to the lower profile accounts. Additionally, I
do not find evidence that high profile accounts tweet at a different rate than other Twitter
accounts.
Next, I look at the portion of Twitter activity that is connected to the news accounts used
in Deaton (2018). I find about 0.5% of activity on Twitter is connected to these news accounts.
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For reasons addressed below I believe this is the low end of actual activity on Twitter that relates
to the news. These findings suggest the activity I study in Deaton (2018) represents a relatively
low fraction of the total activity of active US Twitter accounts.
Finally, I examine the percentage of activity on Twitter constituting original messages
relative to activity which is reacting to other messages and examine how this varies based on if
the account is high profile or not. I find that the majority of activity on Twitter is a reaction to
previous information. This holds true for both high and lower profile accounts, however, high
profile accounts have a higher portion of original messages relative to other accounts. In fact, I
find that high profile accounts are 13.2 percentage points more likely to post an original message
than lower profile accounts. A possible explanation for this finding is high profile accounts have
a higher preference for promoting themselves through original messages relative to other
accounts. However, without additional information this explanation cannot be validated.
Section 2 gives a brief description of Twitter and how it operates. Section 3 describes the
data. Section 4 examines active US Twitter accounts. Section 5 examines activity on Twitter and
Section 6 concludes.

2 Twitter

Twitter is a social media platform that allows users to create accounts and post and view short
messages called tweets. When a user logs into their account they are directed to their home
timeline. The home timeline is populated by tweets from friends, which are accounts an
individual has decided to follow. Tweets can be sorted into several categories. A standard tweet
is an original message posted by an account. A retweet is a reposting of another account's tweet
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verbatim. A quote tweet is the same as a retweet except that a small message is added to the
original tweet by the reposting account. An additional type of tweet which may populate an
account's home timeline is a reply. A reply occurs when one account directly responds to another
account's tweet. Replies will enter a particular account's home timeline only if the host account
of the home timeline is friends with both the account responsible for posting the original tweet
and the account posting the reply. Other content Twitter believes is relevant to an account may
be posted to the top of their home timeline. However, the rest of the activity which populates a
home timeline consists of tweets from friends posted in reverse chronological order (Oremus
2017).1 Throughout this study, I refer to accounts an individual chooses to follow as friends and
accounts that choose to follow an individual as followers.2

3 Data

The data for this study comes from Twitter's Application Programming Interface (API) service
(Twitter Developer 2017). From June 20 to June 22, 2017, I collect a random sample of
approximately 1% of all tweets sent worldwide between 11 a.m and 3 p.m. Central Time.3 The
data gives information about the content of the tweet, the type of tweet, the account that
generated the tweet, and any accounts the tweet references, such as an account that was
retweeted.

1

This is the most up to date information I could find about the Twitter home timeline. For a
more detailed discussion on the topic of Twitter home timelines see Oremus (2017).
2
For additional information on Twitter see the Twitter Help Center (2018) and the Twitter Blog
(2018).
3
The specified time period coincides with noon to 1 p.m. for each of the four time zones in the
continental US. This is the peak time for Twitter activity in each time zone (Lee 2016).
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I drop all ‘deleted’ tweets and use a simple filter suggested in Barberá et al. (2015)
intended to remove inactive and non-US accounts.4 After applying the filter I am left with
696,907 tweets from 538,050 unique accounts.
The news source accounts used in this study are identical to the ones used in Deaton
(2018). It is derived from a list of news sources in Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) matched with
data from MediaBias/FactCheck.com (2017) and estimates from Barberá et al. (2015).5
The 55 accounts are presented in Table 3.1
Because of the timing of data collection, it must be kept in mind when examining the data
all results are specific to US Twitter accounts active during the middle of a weekday and activity
from the same time period. Extrapolating beyond these accounts or timeframe is not possible.

4 Twitter Accounts

First, I examine characteristics of accounts' networks, specifically, the average number of
followers and average number of friends for accounts in my sample. This information is
presented in Table 3.2. On average, tweets from accounts in my sample are sent to almost 6,000
accounts. This suggests a fairly large audience size for tweets from accounts in my sample. It
should be kept in mind the audience size varies greatly as evidenced by the very large standard
deviation in the number of followers. Additionally, these statistics do not give evidence of the

4

The filter drops all accounts who do not identify English as their primary language, who have
tweeted less than 100 times, who follow less than 100 accounts, and who are followed by less
than 25 accounts.
5
Please see Deaton (2018) for a more detailed discussion of how these sources were cleaned and
collected.
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engagement of followers. If a number of followers rarely check their home timeline, the audience
for an account's tweets are diminished.
Accounts in my sample are exposed to tweets from approximately 1,500 accounts
suggesting a potentially crowded home timeline. Similarly to followers, there is a large standard
deviation in the number of friends of an account. The data does not give an indication of the
activity of an account's friends. This leaves the possibility of a sparse home timeline if a minority
of friends are active.
Next, I study the makeup of different types of accounts on Twitter. Two groups of
potential interest on Twitter are verified and non-verified accounts. Twitter defines verified
accounts as “accounts of public interest” which can include “accounts maintained by users in
music, acting, fashion, government, politics, religion, journalism, media, sports, business, and
other key interest areas” (Twitter Help Center 2018). I consider verified accounts to be high
profile accounts and non-verified accounts to be lower profile accounts. Table 3.3 breaks down
the number of verified and non-verified accounts. It is immediately clear that verified accounts
are in the minority making up less than 1.5% of the total number of accounts.
Table 3.4 breaks down the number of followers and friends for verified accounts and
Table 3.5 does the same for non-verified accounts. An observation that stands out is the dramatic
difference in the average number of followers between verified and non-verified accounts. The
ratio of the average number of followers for verified to non-verified accounts is 64.03 to 1. This
is evidence high profile accounts have larger potential audiences than lower profile accounts.
Because of the large standard deviations in the number of followers for both verified and nonverified accounts, it must again be noted the audience size for individual accounts varies greatly.
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Verified accounts also have more friends than non-verified accounts. However, the ratio
of the average number of friends for verified accounts to non-verified accounts, 3.62 to 1, is
much smaller than for followers. Again, while this may suggest a more crowded home timeline
for verified accounts than for non-verified accounts, without further information it is impossible
to verify.
Both verified and non-verified accounts have fewer friends than followers. One potential
explanation for this is the sample is composed of active accounts. It may be the case that active
accounts are followed by large numbers of inactive accounts who simply read tweets instead of
tweeting themselves. As a result of the low level of activity, active accounts follow inactive
accounts at a lower rate.

5 Tweets

Next, I examine several aspects of tweeting activity on Twitter. Table 3.6 gives the number of
tweets by verified accounts and non-verified accounts in the sample. It appears the percentage of
tweets from verified accounts and from non-verified accounts is roughly equal to the percentage
of verified and non-verified accounts in the sample. This suggests the two groups are similarly
active on Twitter.
Another area of interest is the amount of activity on Twitter related to the news. I look
into this by looking at the percentage of tweets connected to one of the 55 news accounts in
Table 3.1. This includes tweets directly from a news account, which I call original tweets, and
tweets responding to a tweet from a news account, which I call reaction tweets. Table 3.7 breaks
down what I consider original tweets and what I consider reaction tweets. Table 3.8 gives the
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percentage of tweets connected to a news account and those that are not connected to a news
account. The amount of tweets connected to a news account is less than 1% of the total activity
on Twitter. This should be considered a low representation of the activity on Twitter related to
the news for several reasons. First, the news sources in Table 3.1 are fairly traditional news
outlets and do not include many niche news categories. A good example is sport news outlets
such as ESPN. Second, the list of news sources in Table 3.1 is not a comprehensive list of
traditional news outlets and thus cannot capture the full extent of news activity on Twitter. Third,
not all activity on Twitter related to the news must connect back to a news account. For example,
accounts may link a news article in a tweet without ever interacting with a news account. Finally,
because of the timing of the data collection, the data may not capture peak times of activity
associated with news accounts.
Even with these caveats, the information given in Table 3.8 is useful. It shows the activity
on Twitter associated with the news accounts used in Deaton (2018) may be low relative to the
overall activity on Twitter. However, if activity related to these particular accounts peaks at a
different time of day this information may under represent the amount of activity related to the
news accounts in Table 3.1.
Table 3.9 breaks down the sample into original and reaction tweets as categorized in
Table 3.7. Interestingly, over 70% of activity on Twitter is some sort of reaction to another tweet.
The majority of activity is not the posting of a new status but some sort of interaction with other
individuals. This paints Twitter as a platform with the potential for a great deal of conversation
between individuals. One caveat here is this information does not explain the content of tweets
and therefore does not give an indication of the type of interactions which are occurring and
whether they are superficial or something deeper.
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Tables 3.10 and 3.11 divide the tweets into original and reaction tweets for verified and
non-verified accounts respectively. Both verified and non-verified accounts have a higher
percentage of activity which is some form of a reaction to another tweet. However, the ratio of
original tweets to reaction tweets for verified accounts, 0.69 original tweets per reaction tweet, is
higher than for non-verified accounts, 0.38 original tweets per reaction tweet. This suggests
verified accounts may be more likely to produce original tweets than non-verified accounts.
To test this idea further I run a simple probit model regressing the effect of being a
verified account on the likelihood of sending an original tweet. The model I fit can be expressed
as:
𝑃𝑟(𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑖 = 1) = 𝛷 (𝛼 + 𝛽𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖 ), (1)
where 𝑖 indicates each individual tweet, 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡 is a dummy variable equal to one if the
tweet is an original tweet and zero otherwise, 𝛼 is a constant, 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 is a dummy
equal to one if the tweet was sent by a verified account and zero otherwise, and 𝛽 is the
coefficient on 𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡. 𝛷 is the cumulative normal distribution.
The marginal effect at the mean is presented in Table 3.12. The marginal effect is
statistically significant at the 1% level and suggests a verified account is 13.2 percentage points
more likely to send an original tweet relative to non-verified accounts. A possible explanation for
this result is verified accounts are managed by individuals concerned with promoting themselves
via original content. Recall verified accounts are managed by journalists, individuals in
entertainment, business organizations, politicians and similar high profile individuals and
organizations. It is not unreasonable to assume these type of individuals and organizations have a
desire to promote themselves and are thus more likely to send original tweets.
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6 Conclusion

The purpose of this study is to describe properties of Twitter accounts and Twitter activity using
a data set collected with Twitter's API service. I specifically examine active US Twitter accounts
and find the average account has an audience of roughly 6,000 accounts and receives tweets from
about 1,500 accounts. This suggests the average account has a large audience and, potentially, a
crowded home timeline. I find that a rather low percentage of active US Twitter accounts are
verified accounts, about 1.5%, and these accounts have a much larger audience than non-verified
accounts. While verified accounts also receive tweets from a larger number of accounts than
non-verified accounts, the difference is not nearly as dramatic.
When looking at Twitter activity, I find that the percentage of tweets from verified
accounts is roughly the same as the percentage of verified accounts and the same is true for nonverified accounts. This suggests verified and non-verified accounts send a similar number of
tweets per account on average. I find that activity related to the news accounts from Table 3.1 is
less than 1% of all activity on Twitter. This suggests the activity on Twitter connected to the
news accounts used in Deaton (2018) is perhaps low relative to the overall activity on Twitter.
For reasons discussed above this should be considered lower than the total amount of Twitter
activity connected to all sources of news. The last part of activity I examine is the fraction of
activity composed by original tweets compared to reaction tweets. I find the majority of activity
on Twitter is some form of reaction to other content. While this holds true for verified and nonverified accounts, verified accounts are 13.2 percentage points more likely to send an original
tweet than non-verified accounts.
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The results of this study are specific to active US Twitter accounts. The sample is
representative of activity that occurs during the middle of the day on week days. Causal analysis
is beyond the scope of this work and caution should be taken when drawing inferences from this
study.
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